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Abstract
With the development of deep fake technology, synthetic speech
is created easier by forgery techniques based on text-to-speech
and voice conversion, which poses a challenge to automatic
speaker verification systems. Existing methods demonstrate ex-
cellent performance on public databases, but most methods are
weak in detecting compressed speech commonly used in so-
cial networks, such as MP3 and AAC. We believe that if the
classifier has compressed information as a priori knowledge, it
will help the classifier make a more accurate decision when de-
tecting compressed speech. To solve this issue, a multi-branch
residual network with a compression feature embedding mod-
ule is proposed in this paper. The feature embedding module
is used to integrate the authenticity feature and compression
feature. Our method is evaluated on the ASVspoof database
and experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed
method for detecting compressed speech.
Index Terms: synthetic speech detection, feature embedding,
compression, robustness, ASVspoof

1. Introduction
With the evolution of deepfake technology, it is much easier to
generate highly realistic fake human voices than before. The
mainstream speech synthesis methods are mainly divided into
two forms. One is to synthesize the target character’s voice
through a paragraph of text, which is called text-to-speech
(TTS). Another method is to convert the voice of the source
speaker into the voice of the target speaker and keep the content
of the voice unchanged, which is called voice conversion (VC).
The application of high-performance neural networks makes the
synthetic speech and converted speech closer to natural speech
in both auditory and feature, which brings greater challenges to
speech detection tasks.

In recent years, to address the threats caused by synthetic
audio systems, researchers devote themselves to improving the
performance of fake audio detection methods by introducing
deep learning technology. At first, the neural network is im-
plemented to extract high-dimensional features based on hand-
crafted features such as linear frequency cepstral coefficients
(LFCC) [1, 2], Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC)
[3–5], and constant Q cepstral coefficients (CQCC) [6–8]. The
neural network also plays the role of back-end classifier at the
same time. A mass of classical architectures of neural networks
have been applied for detecting synthetic speech, such as resid-
ual network (ResNet) [9, 10], squeezed-and-excitation network
(SENet) [2, 7] and recurrent neural network (RNN). Gomez-
Alanis et al. [11] present a light gated convolution network by
combining the light convolution neural network (LCNN) and
recurrent neural network (RNN) to extract deep features for

spoof speech detection. Lai et al. [7] propose a detection sys-
tem named ASSERT, which combines the SENet and ResNet
for anti-spoofing. In this system, authors use two different fea-
tures (CQCC and Logarithmic Spectrum) and various network
variants to improve the detection performance, and the detec-
tion performance is greatly improved on the ASVspoof2019
dataset. With the development of detection technology, some
researchers attempt to use end-to-end neural networks to dis-
tinguish real speech from synthetic speech [12, 13]. The end-
to-end network uses original audio waveform as input data in-
stead of hand-crafted features to avoid information loss caused
by manual intervention in the process of feature extraction.

However, these above methods pay more attention to iden-
tifying the authenticity of raw speech files, the detection per-
formance will decrease rapidly when they deal with the com-
pressed speech files. In practice, compressed audio is widely
used in our daily life, The audio compressed under MP3 and
AAC are the most common audio formats in the social network.
The ASVspoof2021 challenge [14] set the DF corpus whose
audio is collected by several different compress methods, and
most anti-spoof countermeasures tend to perform poorly in this
task.

In this work, we propose a residual network with feature
embedding architecture for detecting fake speech under com-
pressed conditions. The method aims to evaluate the connec-
tion between the authenticity feature and the compression fea-
ture. We implement data augment to expand our training set so
that we can get more information with compressed audio. The
network contains two different branches, namely the authentic-
ity branch and the compression branch. The function of the
authenticity branch is similar to that of the traditional detection
network, and the output is fake or real. The compression branch
aims to distinguish between different compression modes and
compression qualities, and the output is multiple labels. The
main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:

Compressed fake speech detection method. We propose
an adaptive classification method named CFE-ResNet based on
residual network and feature embedding module for detecting
compressed fake speech. The feature embedding module en-
codes the characteristic of compressed audio into the feature
vector and cat the compressed feature vector with the feature
which represents authenticity. Our method can be generalized
to detect deep fake speech in various compression conditions.

Data augment. To improve the performance in resist-
ing compression attacks, we use multiple different compression
methods and parameters to expand our training set. It includes
three different compression formats and two different compres-
sion qualities.

Detecting fake speech on ASVspoof2019 and
ASVspoof2021. We use fake and real speech from the
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Figure 1: The structure of CFE-ResNet. The upper branch is the compression branch, and the lower branch is the authenticity branch.
The part in the rectangle marked ”Train Phase Only” is only used during training, and will be deleted in the evaluation phase.

ASVspoof2019 logical access (LA) [15] and ASVspoof2021
deep fake (DF) [14] to evaluate our method. The
ASVspoof2019 LA dataset is preprocessed by different
compression modes. The experimental result shows that
our method outperforms other state-of-the-art single system
methods in detecting compressed fake speech.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows.
The architecture of our scheme is presented in Section 2. Ex-
perimental datasets and evaluation measures are described in
Section 3. Then the performances of the proposed method on
the ASVspoof2019 and ASVspoof2021 datasets are described
in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions and direc-
tions for future work.

2. Proposed method

In this section, we will introduce the structure of ResNet with
compression feature embedding (CFE-ResNet) in detail first.
Then we will present the front-end feature of our method, the
specific structure of our method, and the objective function in
the remainder of this section.

2.1. The front-end feature and data augment

In spoofing audio detection, many hand-crafted features can be
chosen as front-end features, such as MFCC, LFCC, CQT, and
CQCC. The study in [16] shows that the performance of LFCC
features is generally better than MFCC features. So in this
work, we take LFCC as the front-end feature of our method.
The specific parameters of extracting LFCC will be introduced
in the experimental section.

To counter the compression attacks, we extend the training
dataset via three different compression codecs, namely MP3,
AAC, and OGG. And in each compression mode, we set two
different compression qualities, namely high quality and low
quality, which correspond to high and low bitrates in sequence.

2.2. The structure of CFE-ResNet

2.2.1. Overall network structure

The CFE-ResNet is designed for detecting compressed fake
speech via the compression feature embedding module. The
main flowchart of CFE-ResNet is shown in Figure 1. As
the figure shows, The CFE-ResNet consists of two significant
branches: authenticity detection branch Da and compression
detection branch Dc. Before the two branches, a feature gener-
ator is set to represent the LFCC feature into the deep feature.
In this work, we choose the ResNet-18, which removes the full
connection layer, as the feature generator. The two classifiers
A, C, and the compression feature embedding module are built
by the full connection layer.

Let us assume the training dataset is D = {Xm,n, y
a
m, yc

n},
where m = {0, 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1} denotes the index of the
training sample (M is the total number of Samples) and n =
{0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1} denotes the index of different augment
mode. ya and yc represent the label of authenticity and com-
pression mode respectively. In this work, the authenticity label
is fake or real. And the compression labels are the combination
of four codecs (RAW, MP3, AAC, OGG) and two compression
quality (high and low), which are seven different labels in total
(RAW does not have compression quality).

The front-end feature xm,n is encoded via the feature gen-
erator into latent feature fm,n. Later, the fm,n is divided
into two parts fa

m,n and fc
m,n, which will be sent to different

branches. The first branch Bc includes a compression mode
classifier C, which tries to extract the feature for representing
the different compression modes. The output of Bc branch
consists of two parts: the softmax output and the feature em-
bedding output. The function of softmax output is to be calcu-
lated loss with the valid label yc

n to make classifier C correctly
distinguish different compression modes. And the purpose of
the other output is to add compression information to classifier
A. The branch Ba aims to distinguish nature speech and fake
speech, which includes an authenticity classifier A. This branch
only has one output to predict the presumptive label.
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2.2.2. The compression feature embedding

After digital media files are compressed, much redundant in-
formation and detailed information will be deleted, resulting in
great changes in the feature distribution of the original samples.
For statistical learning classification algorithms, especially deep
learning algorithms, the detection performance will be greatly
reduced. In previous studies, Zhang et al. [17] tried to force the
classification network to learn the same features under different
compression environments by using adversarial decoupling and
similarity decoupling modules, to achieve the purpose of de-
fending against compression attacks. In this paper, we consider
that compression attacks have a great impact on the distribution
of features, especially in low-quality compression conditions, it
is very difficult to force the network to learn the same features in
different compression conditions. Based on that, we propose a
new strategy, giving the network certain information about com-
pression modes to distinguish the authenticity of the samples in
a given condition. Before the authenticity feature fa

m,n is put
into the back-end classifier, we cat it with the compression fea-
ture fc

m,n embedded from the first branch Bc, which is shown
in Eq. (1). Then fb

m,n is sent to the downstream classifier A to
predict the authenticity label.

fb
m,n = fa

m,n ⊕ E(fc
m,n) (1)

It is worth mentioning that considering the unknown com-
pression conditions, we choose the network instead of the one-
hot encoder to encode different compression codecs and quali-
ties.

2.3. The objective function of the proposed method

As mentioned above, the loss function can be divided into two
parts: One is the multi-class classification task loss from the
branch Bc and the other one is the binary classification task.
We apply the standard cross-entropy loss for these branches,
which is shown in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3):

LC = −
M∑

m=1

N∑

n=1

yc
n ∗ log(ŷc

m,n) (2)

LA = −
M∑

m=1

N∑

n=1

ya
m ∗ log(ŷa

m,n) (3)

where ŷc
m,n = C(fc

m,n) and ŷa
m,n = A(fb

m,n) represent the
predicted label of compression mode and authenticity respec-
tively. The ultimate loss function is to combine the two parts
loss, which is shown in Eq. (4)

L = LA + LC (4)

3. Experimental setup
In this section, we introduce the database and metric we used in
this work. Then our experimental setup and the training process
are described in detail.

3.1. Database and metrics

We choose the ASVspoof2019 database [15] and
ASVspoof2021 database [14] to verify the performance of our
methods. Table 1 presents a summary of the ASVspoof2019
logical access corpus and the ASVspoof2021 deepfake corpus.

ASVspoof2021 DF corpus includes bonafide and spoofed
speech utterances processed with different lossy codecs used

Table 1: Summary of the ASVspoof2019 LA corpus and
ASVspoof2021 DF corpus.

ASVspoof2019 Bonafide Spoofed
#speaker #utterance #speaker #utterance

Training 20 2,580 20 22,800
Development 10 2,548 10 22,296

Evaluation 68 7,533 68 63,882

ASVspoof2021 Bonafide Spoofed
#speaker #utterance #speaker #utterance

Evaluation 93 22,617 63 589,212

typically for media storage. The audio file of DF is uncom-
pressed audio which is decoded from the compressed version.
Evaluation source data is taken from the ASVspoof2019 LA
evaluation set and Voice Conversion Challenge (VCC) [18, 19].
The DF corpus is generated with more than 100 different spoof-
ing algorithms and nine different codec modes.

ASVspoof2019 LA scenario is derived from the VCTK
base corpus which includes speech data captured from 107
speakers (46 males, 61 females). In this work, we make a com-
pressed dataset named ASVspoof2019 deepfake (DF) corpus
based on the evaluation set of the LA scenario. The setting of
compression modes is the same as ASVspoof2021 DF corpus.

The primary metric in this paper is the equal error rate
(EER). EER is defined as the value where the false alarm rate
is equal to the miss rate by setting a threshold. The lower EER
indicates that the detection method has better detection perfor-
mance.

3.2. Training details

The training data is preprocessed by the data augment method
mentioned In Section 2. We set a 20ms frame size and 10ms hop
size to extract the 60-dimensional LFCC feature. To ensure the
consistency of data dimensions, we use the settings in [23] to
fix the length to 750 frames. For shorter speech, repeat padding
is applied to extend the length until longer than the set length.
Then we select 750 continuous frames randomly.

Our method is constructed with PyTorch Toolk and trained
on a single NVIDIA V100 GPU. In terms of setting up the op-
timizer, We use the Adam [25] optimizer with the β1 parameter
set to 0.9 and the β2 parameter set to 0.999 to update the weights
in our method. The batch size is set to 64. The learning rate is
initially set to 0.001.

4. Result and discussion
In this section, we report the results of the proposed method and
analyze the influence of different structures. And we compare
the detection performance with other state-of-the-art single sys-
tem classifiers.

4.1. Ablation study

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the compression branch and
compression feature embedding in the proposed method, we set
the ablation experiment by implementing the CFE-ResNet with
its three variants: i) The CFE-ResNet only reserves the authen-
ticity branch, which is denoted as model 1, ii) The CFE-ResNet
reserves the authenticity branch and compression branch but
delete the compression feature embedding module, which is
denoted as model 2, iii) The CFE-ResNet with compression
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Table 2: EER (%) of ablation experiment with the variant of CFE-ResNet on ASVspoof2019 DF corpus and ASVSpoof2021 DF corpus.
”CB” is short for compression branch and ”FE” is short for compression feature embedding moudule. ”Ë” indicates the correspond-
ing structure is used while ”é” indicates not. Bold numbers indicate the best result in the column.

Method CB FE ASVspoof2019 ASVspoof2021
1 é é 6.14 20.83
2 Ë é 5.82 18.45
3 Ë Ë 5.23 16.20

Table 3: EER (%) of comparison with other advanced method on ASVspoof2021 DF corpus. Bold numbers indicate the best result in
the column

Mehtod
ASVspoof2021

DF-C1 DF-C2 DF-C3 DF-C4 DF-C5 DF-C6 DF-C7 DF-C8 DF-C9 Pooled
CQCC + GMM [20] 15.84 47.84 18.75 18.59 16.7 20.23 15.87 47.16 47.16 24.58
LFCC + GMM [21] 13.73 41.14 16.67 20.83 19.29 24.72 15.21 37.32 27.71 24.93
LFCC + LCNN [22] 16.55 30.82 20.09 19.52 20.93 20.99 20.34 25.89 21.34 21.68

RawNet2 [13] 19.36 22.92 21.53 20.86 22.29 19.48 20.66 19.13 20.42 20.85
Inc-TSSDNet [12] 22.89 25.3 24.98 27.17 26.56 25.1 29.13 29.08 26.68 26.07

LFCC + OC-softmax [23] 14.43 29.57 40.92 21.8 23.6 25.84 23.25 31.16 24.84 30.95
ECAPA-TDNN [24] 22.04 29.56 24.76 22.86 23.04 16.04 15.74 19.54 16.17 20.33

CFE-ResNet (proposed) 11.23 19.65 15.58 13.5 12.46 15.36 14.39 18.08 16.20 16.20

branch and compression feature embedding module. The re-
sults are shown in Table 2. From the results, we can see that the
performance of method 1 to method 3 is gradually increasing,
which can prove that the compression branch and compression
embedding module are really useful for detecting compressed
audio.

4.2. Comparison with other methods

In this part, we compare our method with other fake speech
detection methods. Firstly, we test the detection performance
of different methods on the ASVspoof2021 DF corpus, and the
results are shown in Table 3. In this experiment, we compare
our proposed method with four baseline methods selected by
the ASVspoof2021 challenge and three state-of-the-art meth-
ods, where ECAPC-TDNN [24] is specially designed for de-
tecting compressed speech. From the table, we can see that
our method shows the best performance when dealing with dif-
ferent compression modes (From C1 to C9). The compression
modes C8 and C9 use two different ways to compress speech
twice, the detection results for these two patterns show that our
method is more general than other methods when it comes to
unknown compression modes. Then we implement our method
and baseline methods on ASVspoof2019 DF corpus described
in Section 3 and Table 4 shows the results. The result of this ex-
periment shows that our proposed method shows better perfor-
mance in resisting compression attacks in evaluation but loses
in the development set, which means the end-to-end network
has good performance in coping with compression attacks but it
lacks certain generalizations in dealing with different data. It is
noteworthy that the results in Table 4 are obviously better than
that in Table 3 because the data in ASVspoof2021 DF dataset
is made from different datasets, which makes the detection task
more challenging.

Table 4: EER (%) of comparison with other advanced method
on ASVspoof2019 DF corpus. Bold numbers indicate the best
result in the column.

Mehtod ASVspoof2019
dev set eval set

CQCC + GMM [20] 12.94 13.3
LFCC + GMM [21] 9.8 16.79
LFCC + LCNN [22] 2.93 9.76

RawNet2 [13] 0.68 6.45
Inc-TSSDNet [12] 1.17 5.89

LFCC + OC-softmax [23] 17.14 16.09
CFE-ResNet (proposed) 2.78 5.23

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel ResNet with compression fea-
ture embedding (CFE-ResNet) for detecting compressed fake
speech. The most significant structure of the proposed method
is the compression feature module, which can extend the knowl-
edge learned from the compression rate detection branch to
the authenticity detection branch. The ablation study shows
the compression mode classification and compression embed-
ding module can effectively improve the detection performance
for detecting compressed speech. Then the experiments on
ASVspoof2019 and ASVspoof2021 datasets demonstrate that
our proposed outperforms other state-of-the-art single system
methods for defending against compression attacks. In the fu-
ture, we would aim to optimize the structure of our method to
improve detection accuracy.
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